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Music and Mathematics: From Pythagoras to FractalsOxford University Press, 2006
The invitation to write an introduction to this collection offered a welcome opportunity to reflect on some of the historical, scientific, and artistic approaches that have been developed in the linking of mathematics and music. The two have traditionally been so closely connected that it is their separation that elicits surprise. During the late...
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You Are a Mathematician: A Wise and Witty Introduction to the Joy of NumbersJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
What is the largest number less than 1?

If x and y are any of two different positive numbers, which is larger, x2 + y2 or 2xy?

What do you get if you cross a cube and an octahedron?

Discover the surprising answers as David Wells conclusively proves that: you Are a mathematician

Praise for David Wells's

The...
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Complexity Economics: Building a New Approach to Ancient Economic History (Palgrave Studies in Ancient Economies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		Economic archaeology and ancient economic history have boomed the past decades. The former thanks to greatly enhanced techniques to identify, collect, and interpret material remains as proxies for economic interactions and performance; the latter by embracing the frameworks of new institutional economics. Both disciplines, however,...
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Physicists on Wall Street and Other Essays on Science and SocietySpringer, 2008

	Over the years, Jeremy Bernstein has been in contact with many of the world’s most renowned physicists and other scientists, many of whom were involved in politics, literature, and language. In this diverse collection of essays, he reflects on their work, their personal relationships, their motives, and their contributions. Even for...
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Dinner at Dan:  Biblical and Archaeological Evidence for Sacred Feasts at Iron Age II Tel Dan and Their SignificanceBrill Academic Publishers, 2013

	As I reflect on the support and encouragement that I have received in

	moving me toward the completion of this project, first in its dissertation

	form (Greer 2011) and now revised as a book, it brings me great joy to

	acknowledge those institutions, mentors, colleagues, friends, and family

	who have made this work a reality.
...
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Rituals of Triumph in the Mediterranean World (Culture and History of the Ancient Near East)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	Societies, both ancient and modern, have frequently celebrated and proclaimed their military victories through overt public demonstrations. In the ancient world, however, the most famous examples of this come from a single culture and period - Rome in the final years of the Roman Republic and early Roman Empire - while those from other...
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Frommer's England 2009 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2008
America’s #1 bestselling travel series
    Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the globe, Frommer’s Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.    

    • More annually updated guides than any other series    

    • 16-page color section and foldout...
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The Routledge Dictionary of Gods, Goddesses, Devils and DemonsRoutledge, 2004
This dictionary covers, in one volume, over 1800 of the most important deities and demons from around the world. From classical Greek and Roman mythology to the gods of Eastern Europe and Mesopotamia, from Nordic giants to Islamic jinns and Egyptian monsters, it is packed with descriptions of the figures most worshipped and feared around the world...
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Ancient China and its Enemies: The Rise of Nomadic Power in East Asian HistoryCambridge University Press, 2002


	In the time of Duke Huan of Ch’i [the position of] the son of Heaven had

	become humble and weak, while the feudal lords used their energies in attacking

	[one another]. The Southern Yi and Northern Ti engaged the Central

	States in battle, and the continued existence of the Central States seemed [to

	hang by] a thin thread...
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Encyclopedia of CryptologyABC Clio, 1997

	Secret writing for the transmission of messages has been practiced for nearly 4,000 years. According to David Kahn, the great historian of cryptology, the first example of an intentionally altered message can be traced to a tomb in ancient Egypt dated about 1900 b.c. In the 40 centuries since that...
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Pomegranates: Ancient Roots to Modern Medicine (Medicinal and Aromatic Plants - Industrial Profiles)CRC Press, 2006

	While one may not find ancient studies that substantiate the pomegranate's curative and preventive qualities, the exalted status of this fruit goes back as far as the history of agriculture itself. Allusions to the pomegranate are readily found in the oldest cultures of the Indus Valley, ancient China, and classical Greece, as well as in...
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Mars, A Cosmic Stepping Stone: Uncovering Humanity's Cosmic ContextSpringer, 2008
The questions of our origin and cosmic abundance of life are among the most compelling facing humanity. We have determined much about the nature and origin of the Universe and our place in it, but with virtually all evidence of our origin long since gone from our world and an unimaginably vast Universe still to explore, defining answers are...
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